Racing has never been so Cool!

Arctic Thunder, Midway's coolest new adventure racing game delivers action-packed thrills and an unrivaled racing experience for expert sledders and Flatlanders alike!

In this sledders' shootout, players select one of six different characters, each with their own personalities and customized sled. Characters demonstrate special attributes representing their personalities and are outfitted with fully equipped sleds that offer unique handling abilities and a whole lotta attitude.

Sleds swoop through the well-groomed trails of the Swiss Alps or sail through the bitter wind chill of a Chernobyl Nuclear Meltdown. All six point-to-point tracks offer amazing jumps, secret short cuts, hair raising free-fall drops and rewarding power ups to give players an extreme edge. Players race to the finish, mastering tricks, dodging missiles and launching attacks.

In addition to the superior graphics that make Midway's games so popular, the clever snowmobile-like cabinet design with a built-in fan and seat shaker enhance the action-packed gameplay. As players apply a steady throttle to the handlebar, the sled accelerates, the seat rumbles and the fan blows a thin wind of cold air in your face, making Arctic Thunder the most realistic racer to date!

Built-In Fan: Enhances gameplay experience by creating a burst of cold air adjusted by sled speed.

Interactive Seat Shaker: Simulates the feel of an actual snowmobile ride with a built-in motor and speaker.

27" Cabinet
- HEIGHT: 78" (198 cm)
- WIDTH: 30" (76.2 cm)
- DEPTH: 30" (76.2 cm)
- WEIGHT: 475 lb (215 kg)

34" Cabinet
- HEIGHT: 86" (218.4 cm)
- WIDTH: 40" (101.6 cm)
- DEPTH: 36" (91.4 cm)
- WEIGHT: 926 lb (419 kg)